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applied to pitch relationships generally harold s powers proposed that
mode has a twofold sense denoting either a particularized scale or a
generalized tune or both if one thinks of scale and tune as representing
the poles of a continuum of melodic predetermination then most of the
area

engineering wikipedia
web engineering is the use of scientific principles to design and build
machines structures and other items including bridges tunnels roads
vehicles and buildings the discipline of engineering encompasses a broad
range of more specialized fields of engineering each with a more specific
emphasis on particular areas of applied mathematics applied

jazz fusion wikipedia
web jazz fusion also known as fusion and progressive jazz is a music
genre that developed in the late 1960s when musicians combined jazz
harmony and improvisation with rock music funk and rhythm and blues
electric guitars amplifiers and keyboards that were popular in rock and
roll started to be used by jazz musicians particularly those who had
grown up

duke ellington wikipedia
web edward kennedy duke ellington april 29 1899 may 24 1974 was an
american jazz pianist composer and leader of his eponymous jazz
orchestra from 1923 through the rest of his life born and raised in
washington d c ellington was based in new york city from the mid 1920s
and gained a national profile through his orchestra s appearances at the

led zeppelin wikipedia
web led zeppelin were an english rock band formed in london in 1968 the
group comprised vocalist robert plant guitarist jimmy page bassist
keyboardist john paul jones and drummer john bonham with a heavy
guitar driven sound they are cited as one of the progenitors of hard rock

mode music wikipedia
web mode as a general concept regarding the concept of mode as
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and heavy metal although their style drew from a variety of

the terms popular music and pop music are often used interchangeably
although the former describes all music that is popular and includes
many disparate styles during the 1950s and 1960s pop music

suzuki method wikipedia
web the suzuki method is a music curriculum and teaching philosophy
dating from the mid 20th century created by japanese violinist and
pedagogue shinichi suzuki 1898 1998 the method aims to create an
environment for learning music which parallels the linguistic
environment of acquiring a native language suzuki believed that this
environment would

ebook wikipedia
web an ebook short for electronic book also known as an e book or ebook
is a book publication made available in digital form consisting of text
images or both readable on the flat panel display of computers or other
electronic devices although sometimes defined as an electronic version
of a printed book some e books exist without a printed

neurofeedback wikipedia
web neurofeedback nfb also called neurotherapy is a type of biofeedback
that presents real time feedback from brain activity in order to reinforce
healthy brain function through operant conditioning typically electrical
activity from the brain is collected via sensors placed on the scalp using
electroencephalography eeg with feedback presented using video
displays

kraftwerk wikipedia
web kraftwerk german ˈkʁaftvɛɐ k lit power station is a german band
formed in düsseldorf in 1970 by ralf hütter and florian schneider widely
considered innovators and pioneers of electronic music kraftwerk were
among the first successful acts to popularize the genre the group began
as part of west germany s experimental krautrock scene in the

louis armstrong wikipedia
web armstrong was born in new orleans on august 4 1901 his parents
were mary estelle mayann albert and william armstrong mary albert was
from boutte louisiana and gave birth at home when she was about
sixteen less than a year and a half later they had a daughter beatrice
mama lucy armstrong 1903 1987 who was raised by albert

james brown wikipedia
web early life brown was born on may 3 1933 in barnwell south carolina
to 16 year old susie née behling 1916 2004 and 21 year old joseph
gardner brown 1912 1993 in a small wooden shack brown s name was
supposed to have been joseph james brown but his first and middle
names were mistakenly reversed on his birth certificate in his

gloria estefan wikipedia
web gloria estefan spanish ˈɡloɾja esˈtefan born gloria maría milagrosa
fajardo garcía born 1 september 1957 is a cuban american singer actress
and businesswoman estefan is a seven time grammy award winner a
presidential medal of freedom recipient and has been named one of the
top 100 greatest artists of all time by both vh1 and billboard

folk music wikipedia
web folk music is a music genre that includes traditional folk music and
the contemporary genre that evolved from the former during the 20th
century folk revival some types of folk music may be called world music
traditional folk music has been defined in several ways as music
transmitted orally music with unknown composers music that is played
on

pop music wikipedia
web pop music is a genre of popular music that originated in its modern
form during the mid 1950s in the united states and the united kingdom

books on google play
web enjoy millions of the latest android apps games music movies tv
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books magazines more anytime anywhere across your devices

national geographic magazine
web national geographic stories take you on a journey that s always
enlightening often surprising and unfailingly fascinating

join livejournal
web password requirements 6 to 30 characters long ascii characters only
characters found on a standard us keyboard must contain at least 4
different symbols

microsoft takes the gloves off as it battles sony for its activision
web oct 12 2022 microsoft pleaded for its deal on the day of the phase 2
decision last month but now the gloves are well and truly off microsoft
describes the cma s concerns as misplaced and says that

robot wikipedia
web a robot is a machine especially one programmable by a computer
capable of carrying out a complex series of actions automatically a robot
can be guided by an external control device or the control may be
embedded within robots may be constructed to evoke human form but
most robots are task performing machines designed with an emphasis on
stark

rockabilly wikipedia
web rockabilly is one of the earliest styles of rock and roll music it dates
back to the early 1950s in the united states especially the south as a
genre it blends the sound of western musical styles such as country with
that of rhythm and blues leading to what is considered classic rock and
roll some have also described it as a blend of bluegrass with rock and
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